Abstract-Meta-learning templates are data-tailored algorithms that produce supervised models. When a template is evolved on a particular dataset, it is supposed to generate good models not only on this data set but also on similar data. In this paper, we will investigate one possible way of measuring the similarity of datasets and whether it can be used to estimate if meta-learning templates produce good models. We performed experiments on several well known data sets from the UCI machine learning repository and analyzed both the similarity of datasets and templates in the space of performance metafeatures (landmarking). Our results show that the most universal algorithms (in terms of average performance) for supervised learning are the complex hierarchical templates evolved by our SpecGen approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is widely known, that the performance of universal data mining algorithms is problem specific [1] . Most of these algorithms can be fine-tuned for a given problem by adjusting their parameters.
In this paper, we deal with algorithms for supervised learning and focus on classification problems only. The same methodology can be applied to regression problems and possibly extended also to unsupervised algorithms.
The classification algorithms can be further combined in several possible ways [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] in order to increase the generalization performance. This makes the problem of identifying best algorithm for given dataset even more complex.
One possible approach to algorithm recommendation [8] is to describe the dataset by a vector of meta-features and based on this vector, to predict the best performing algorithm.
There are several ways to obtain meta-features. The oldest and most widely used are summary statistics and related metafeatures. The landmarking meta-features [9] are obtained when simple, diverse and fast learning methods are executed on the dataset and their results are collected.
Several research projects have targeted meta-learning [10] in recent years. The aim of MetaL project [11] was to automatically select a machine learning method which will produce the most accurate model for given data. Another project was METALA [12] , an agent-based distributed data mining system, supported by meta-learning. Its main goal is to select from among available data mining algorithms the one which appears to be the best. An older but still referred project is ESPRIT Statlog [13] . This project compared performance of many classification algorithms on several realworld datasets. In this project, meta-data was used for the algorithm recommendation.
The results of these projects have been extended and a new infrastructure [14] has been developed to collect the results of different algorithms on different problems. Specific queries can be used to recommend the best algorithm.
Our approach is more universal -we do not recommend a single algorithm (with parameters); our recommendation can be much more complex -a general hierarchical combination of algorithms -so called meta-learning template -see next section. Our criterion is to maximize the generalization performance, regardless of the complexity of the models.
We have generated meta-learning templates for several well known datasets and examined the performance of each template on individual datasets. We clustered datasets in the space of template performance (landmarks) and then we also clustered templates according to their performance on individual datasets. We computed the average performance for each template and discussed the results.
II. META-LEARNING TEMPLATES
The meta-learning template [15] is a prescription how for building supervised models. In the most complex case, it can be a collection of ensembling algorithms, modeling and classification algorithms combined in a hierarchical manner. Models or classifiers deeper in the hierarchy can be more specialized on a particular subset of data samples or attributes. This scheme decomposes the problems into subproblems and combines (generalizes) the final solution (model) from subsolutions. The decomposition procedure depends on ensembling methods. Ensemble algorithms act as inner nodes, whereas base algorithms act as leafs in the tree representing the hierarchy.
Note that meta-learning or Specialization -Generalization (SpecGen) templates are not data mining models, they are algorithms. Models are produced when templates are executed. Figure 1 shows an example of the meta-learning template. When executed, the full training data set is passed to a top level bagging that generates 4 bootstrap training data sets for members of the ensemble. The second bootstrap training data set is used to train a KNN classifier by boosting and samples where this classifier demonstrates high error are more likely to be used in the training set for the second member model The resulting classifier is depicted in Figure 2 . Input attributes are presented to leaf nodes of the hierarchical ensemble. The outputs of these base models are combined to produce the final output.
The leaf nodes of the tree are base classifiers such as KNN, DT, SVM, NN etc.
Bagging and Boosting are not the only ensemble strategies used. For a detailed description of all ensemble strategies and base classifiers please refer to [15] .
A. Generating the templates
The SpecGen template can be designed manually using expert knowledge -for example bagging boosted decision trees showed good results on several problems -so it is likely to perform well on a new dataset. This is however not guaranteed, even when the meta-data distance of datasets is small. In our approach we construct templates automatically using a genetic programming [16] . In the evaluation phase, when the fitness of the current individual is needed, a classifier is constructed from the template and evaluated.
As an example, we evolved a template on the Two Intertwined Spirals dataset [17] (the evolution ran for 10 minutes on a standard PC). The resulting template can be written as: ClassifierCascadeGenProb{4x KNN(k=2,vote=true, measure=ManhattanDistance)}. We used our RapidMiner plugin [18] to visualize the structure and behavior of the classifier produced when this template was executed. The SpecGen has evolved the ClassifierCascadeGenProb ensemble of four 2NN classifiers. In the Cascade Generalization [19] ensemble, every model except the first uses a dataset extended by the output of all previous models. In this particular case, the first 2NN classifier is produced on the Spiral dataset, the input of the second 2NN classifier is enriched by two outputs of the first classifier (probabilities of membership in one of the two intertwined spirals). The third classifier receives two original "spiral" inputs plus 4 output probabilities from the already generated classifiers and so on.
As you can observe in the thumbnail images, where the background color should match the color of data points for the perfect classifier, the first KNN algorithm is capable of making an almost perfect model, except for small regions with absent learning data. The other classifiers specialize to these regions so the final cascade ensemble classifies the Spiral data even better.
We can guess that the Cascade-generalization 2NN template evolved on the Spiral data would produce good models also for similar problems -for example for any other complex separation problem in two dimensions. In the following section we perform experiments to reveal the universality of templates.
B. SpecGen algorithm
To describe the process of template creation and evaluation we first need to define two classes of meta-learning templates. Predefined templates represent the intuitive one to one relation between template and resulting model. As shown in figure 6 structure of the template is same as the structure of the output model. This type of template contains information about exact placement of each node in the tree, but is also harder to optimize.
In a Generalized template, the number of member models in the ensemble is determined by a single integer variable. When executing the template, member models are randomly selected and created from a template pool. To describe an example from figure 6 template execution in Evaluator: Template ensemble E has 2 member templates (S and K) and variable numberOfModels which equals 5. This means that resulting ensemble E will have 5 member models generated by randomly selected templates from S and K pool.
Evaluators main job is to compute fitness of the template, which is done by computing the generalization performance of models produced by the template. Because Evaluator needs to train the models, it must be problem specific and there are Evaluators for classification, regression, order prediction problems and can be also easily extended for other type of tasks like clustering. Also evaluation setup is determined by a context such as data division, data handling (for example a Cross-validation or an intelligent data sampling) and result evaluation (for example simple accuracy or weighted loss matrix).
When initializing first run of the SpecGen evolution, metafeatures based on instant base models landmarking and data statistics are computed. Meta-features vector is then compared to other vectors stored in Meta-database and values of the most similar records are returned. Values contains list of best templates which are then inserted into the initial generation of the Evolution. During the computation,the fitness of each template is cached at Evaluator and when computation terminates best templates are saved as a new record into the meta-database or corresponding records are updated with the new templates.
Core part of the SpecGen is the Evolutionary algorithm specialized on evolving hierarchical templates. Figure 6 shows the simplified version of its cycle which is similar to any other evolutionary algorithm. The fitness computation is handled by Evaluator and the selection pressure is defined by the selection operation. The main difference are evolutionary operations modifying the templates. We use 3 types of mutations and no other evolutionary operators. Examples of possible mutations are shown in Figures 4 and 5 . The hierarchy of templates can be represented by a tree.
• Node change mutation Structural mutation where node is replaced by another one. If leaf if replaced by inner node, the leaf is connected to the new inner node, which is how the tree grows.
• Node add mutation Also structural mutation which adds a leaf node to a inner node.
• Variable mutation Mutates variable of the node applying Gaussian noise to the current value.
Exploration versus exploitation capabilities of the evolution are automatically controlled by mutation limits (number of changes that can be made by mutation to a template is limited based on templates relative fitness). The Control layer uses multiple evolution instances with different settings and heuristics to achieve optimal performance. This is done by enabling certain areas of state space only if they seem promising. Example of this approach can be seen in the Figure 6 where are 3 instances of evolutionary algorithm each with different state space search capabilities.
First evolution evolves the generalized templates which finds promising parts of state space (model and ensemble type combinations). Then if there is more time available, evolution of the predefined templates is activated. It starts from the promising templates evolved earlier and attempts to define specific structure of the template. Last type of evolution focuses only on evolving parameters, leaving structure of the template intact. Note that during the evolution of templates, parameters are also modified, therefore the last evolution is just to fine-tune them.
When the template evolution terminates, candidate templates are selected. Additional testing is needed to select the best template, because the fitness computed by the Evaluator is only a rough estimate of the templates true fitness. These candidate solutions are then processed by Final Selector which performs extensive testing by a multiple runs of the Evaluator to measure the performance of each template more accurately.
III. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the properties of meta-learning templates, it is necessary to experiment with a wide range of datasets. Table I describes the datasets used as well as their size, dimensionality and number of classification classes (outputs). Most of the datasets are taken from the UCI repository [20] . There are also other datasets (mostly artificial) tailored to testing algorithms on more complex, but well visualisable problems. The Spirals dataset was used in the previous section and was designed as a benchmark for global approximation methods.
A. Datasets
Spread is a 2 dimensional artificial dataset, which was created with an evolutionary algorithm to be unsolvable by the basic classification algorithms currently available in RapidMiner. The fitness function was inversely proportional to the performance of the best classifier and the chromosomes contained parameters of a dataset generator.
Datasets (Texture1 and Texture2) come from a generator of images for pattern recognition [21] . From these images 4 features were extracted, 1 using the local binary pattern and the other 3 with a 5x5 convolution matrix for each color component (rgb). We generated balanced datasets with 250 instances for each class (segment). Texture1 was formed by three segments (750 instances) and Texture2 from ten segments (2500 instances).
B. Evolving the templates
In our experiments meta-learning templates were evolved for a fixed amount of CPU time on the same machine. For each dataset, one template was evolved. The Table II lists the best performing templates for individual datasets. Templates are serialized into text and brackets are used to explain the hierarchy of algorithms and their evolved parameters.
As you can see, for some datasets trivial templates were evolved (for example Naive Bayes algorithm for Heart and Wine), for other datasets a regular ensemble performed best (for example arbitrating of decision trees for Segment) and hierarchical templates were the most optimal solution for Vehicle or Texture2 datasets. For some datasets our algorithm suggested that the input features should be reduced. The binary mask preceding the template represents input reduction (1 if input was used, 0 if not). It is present only if data set inputs Instances  Glass  UCI  9  7  213  Balance  UCI  5  3  624  Breast  UCI  9  2  698  Diabetes  UCI  8  2  767  Ecoli  UCI  8  7  335  Heart  UCI  13  5  269  Texture1  TSB  4  3  750  Texture2  TSB  4  10  2500  Ionosphere  UCI  34  2  350  Spirals  TIS  2  2  192  Vehicle  UCI  18  8 
C. Experimenting with templates
The goal of this paper is to analyze the similarity of templates in terms of performance on individual datasets. Therefore we applied each template to all datasets and measured the performance of generated classifiers. We split each dataset randomly into two folds, one is used for learning and the second for evaluating the classifier, then the folds are exchanged. Due to the noise in results, we repeat this procedure 25 times so each template was evaluated using 25x In this view the SpecGen algorithm is divided to 3 main layers: Control layer is the top layer and contains logic how to combine different parts and heuristics. Middle layer consists of the problem independent algorithms like evolutionary algorithm for evolving tree structures, template selector and the meta layer. Lowest tier consists of the problem specific tasks which are represented here by the Evaluator object and Meta-database.
two fold crossvalidation on all datasets. Each value in the table was therefore averaged from 50 testing accuracies.
The results could be summarized in a table of template performances on individual datasets (see Table III ).
The best performing templates are in bold for each dataset. Ideally, a template that was evolved on a particular dataset should be superior to other templates when it comes to performance on this dataset. The bold numbers should be on the main diagonal. As you can see, it is not always true, but the differences from the best performing templates are mostly not significant.
The results summarized in Table III can be presented in a more informative manner (see Figure 7) . We can see that three datasets (Breast, Wine and Texture1) are very easy to classify, no matter which algorithm is used. Then, there is a group of four datasets (Ecoli, Heart, Ionosphere, Segment), that can be solved by most of the templates except three (Tbalance, Tdiabetes and Ttexture1) that produce nonfunctional classifiers. We have analyzed the behaviour and all three templates are based on Polynomial models. These models are trained by the Least squares algorithm [22] . For certain data (noisy with binary inputs and overlapping instances) the algorithm fails to deliver a solution due to a non-invertible matrix, the parameters of polynomials are set randomly and the result is poor. There are also two complex datasets (Spirals and Spread) that can be solved almost exclusively by their templates and one complex noisy dataset (Texture2) where only ensemble (or hierarchical ensemble) methods can deliver satisfactory results. Figure 8 shows projections of meta-learning templates from the space of their performances on individual datasets into two dimensions. The first two components explain more than 60% of the total variance in the data. As you can see, the similarity of (grey) vectors implies a similarity of datasets in terms of template performances (landmarks). Black labels indicate which templates are functionally similar. When you check the structure of the templates (Table II) , the results are consistent. Tdiabetes and Ttexture1 which have the same structure have almost identical performances. The same applies for Twine and Theart. Surprisingly, the 7NN algorithm is functionally very similar to NN ensembles (on our benchmarking datasets).
When the performances of templates on individual datasets are averaged, we get the "universality" of templates. Figure  9 shows that templates based on polynomial models are least universal (with 60% average performance due to the limited learning capabilities of our implementation of the Least Squares). On the other hand, the most universal is the Texture2 template (double stacking of neural nets). With an Fig. 8 . Black labels represent visualization of template evolved on given dataset in the space of performance on all datasets in experiment (for example label Tbalance is visualization of Tbal column in Table III) . Visualization is shown in space of the first two PCA components of that space. Gray vectors (PCA loadings) then represent weights of corresponding dimensions in given component.
average performance over 80% on all data sets, the top three templates (Ttexture2, Tspread, Tspirals) contain hierarchical ensembles. It is apparent that without using the SpecGen evolution, a hierarchical meta-learning template is algorithm of the first choice. This is in accordance with our previous research regarding the GAME algorithm [23] .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have measured the performance of metalearning templates on several datasets. Our results show that some benchmarking datasets are so simple that they can be solved by almost any algorithm (template). The more complex the problem is, the greater the advantage of meta-learning templates evolved by the SpecGen algorithm.
Our experimental results show that hierarchical ensembles are the most universal, because their solutions are close to optimum for problems of any complexity (taking into account the limited set of problems in this study).
Our future work is to use these landmarks to streamline the process of template evolution. Meta-learning templates evolved on benchmarking datasets can be also used as landmarks. Currently we use just basic fast algorithms, but we work on a wider set of landmarking templates including hierarchical ensembles. Based on the above published results, these hierarchical templates are important in identifying problems with complex decision boundary. When we know that we are dealing with such a problem, we can start exploring the space of all possible template architecture not from the minimal form, but from templates with appropriate complexity. This will speed up the evolution of templates and deliver the results faster.
Also, we will perform the above experiments for regression models. Our preliminary results show that hierarchical templates can be efficiently used to blend regression algorithms.
